Fig. I: I. bird pot fragments from excavations at St Bartholomew's Medical School.
2. bird pot rim and handle from excavations at Sutton House.
3 & 4. bird pots from excavations at 47-49 Rectory Grove.
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VESSELS identified as bird pots are increasingly allowed the pot t o rest against a wall, such as the
being recognised in pottery from excavations in grey earthenware 16th-century from Zutphen,
Greater London. They take the form of red earth- Netherlandsz. The purpose of these vessels would
enware baseless bottles with a simple rim and short have been t o allow the eggs and squabs t o be
stumpy rod handle protruding horizontally be- removed f o r eating. It has also been suggested that
low the rim. The handle is pierced with a small hole these bird pots were used t o encourage martins t o
which lines up with a similar hole through the nest under the eaves of buildings, in order t o
control flying insectsq.
shoulder of the bottle.
Bird pots are purpose-made ceramic nesting boxes. Although sherds are not easily identified unless
The vessels were suspended, at right angles t o the they display diagnostic features such as the pierced
wall, using a v-shaped notch in the largely cut- handle or the solitary hole in the shoulder, several
away base. There appear t o be two types of bird pot; have come recently come t o light from excavaone had a short pierced handle and a small hole tions in Greater London. A fragment of a pierced
through the shoulder of the vessel t o support a stump handle was excavated at the Royal Mint,
horizontal wooden perch,such as the example from and came from the buildings and yards t o the
an 18th-century context at Woolwichl. A second south of the cloister of St Mary Graces prior t o
type had a removable plate over the base, a loop 1776, at which time the site was being used as a
handle f o r suspension and a flattened side which Royal Navy victualling yard+.Unfortunately there
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is no corroborative dating evidence from this
context, to confirm an 18th-century date f o r this
sherd.
Excavations on the site of the Charterhouse at St
Bartholomew's Medical School7produced another
pierced handle (Fig.I, no. I) from the fill of a robber
trench. The fabric appears t o be a hard orangebrown unglazed Dutch redware. Although found
with residual medieval pottery, the presence
ofsiegburg stoneware suggests a date of late 15th or
the first half of the 16th century. Excavations at
Sutton House, Hackneyh produced a rim and
pierced handle sherd of a bird pot (Fig. I, no. 2) in
an unglazed local hard redware with grey surfaces.
It came from a dump layer dating t o the first half
of the 17th century.
An 18th-century pit at 47-49 Rectory Grove, Lambeth', produced a large quantity of local tin-glazed
ware, Chinese porcelain, Staffordshire salt-glazed
ware and post-medieval redware which included
the substantial portions of two bird pots. One is in
a hard redware with grey surfaces, not unlike the
fabric of the bird pot from Sutton House, with the
short pierced handle and a hole through the shoulder (Fig. I, no. 3). The second is in a similar fabric
with a small amount of clear glaze under the rim
cordon (Fig. I, no. 4), although the form differs

somewhat. The short pierced handle is missing;
only the presence of the hole through the shoulder identifies this vessel as a bird pot, although the
position of the hole would not allow for the
positioning of a wooden perch at the mouth of the
pct; the vessel has a slightly flattened side t o allow
the pot t o rest parallel t o a wall.
The presence of bird pots on a variety of sites across
Greater London is possibly indicative of a greater
use of this type of vessel than previously thought,
and the lack of diagnostic sherds in other assemblages must mean that many examples have gone
unidentified. It is also interesting t o note that the
time span f o r the use of these vessels ranges from
the late 15th or early 16th century at St Bartholomew's t o the 18th century at Rectory Grove. I t
is not clear if such vessels were in use prior t o these
examples; t o date n o sherds have been recovered of
a bird pot in a medieval fabric. Improvised domestic vessels could have been the prototype f o r later
purpose-made bird pots.
Clearly these bird pots owe some of their origins t o
the Netherlands, where they featured in 16th- and
17th-century paintings such as the work of Adriaen
van Ostade, whose Peasants playing Gallet outside
an innXshows not only a ceramic bird pot but
wicker nesting baskets and a wooden dovecot (Fig.
2).
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Excavation R o u n d - U 1991
Directors. secretaries an other m o d e concerned
with excavations carried out in 1991are asked t o
send a short report t o the co-ordinator, Joyce
Filer, c/o Institute of Archaeology, 31-34 Gordon
Sauare. London WCIH oPY. f o r inclusion in
th'e sp;ing or Summer issue.' They should be
modelled on the ones in Vol. 6, no. 11, and should
be sent in as soon as possible.
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Fig. 2: redrawn detail from Peasantsplaying Gallet outside
a n i n n , by Adriaen van Ostade.
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